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Abstract. The aim of this study was to determine relationships between selected properties of juvenile wood and
characteristics of the stem and crown of Scots pine. Analyses were conducted in northern Poland on eight mature pine
monocultures. Nine trees were selected in each experimental site and their stems were divided into five sections. The
centers of the sections were established at a height of 1.3 m from the tree base and at points corresponding to 20, 40, 60
and 80% tree height. Samples were taken from these locations, and these samples were prepared for analyses of basic
density, compressive strength along the grain and static bending, as well as the modulus of elasticity during bending. The
mean height of the investigated group of trees was 26.0 m with an average diameter breast high of 33.6 cm. The mean
crown depth was 7.8 m and crown diameter was 3.6 m, and the mean basic density (Qu) of juvenile pine wood was 416
kg/m3. The average compressive strength along the grain (CS) was determined to be 22.3 MPa, while static bending
strength (BS) was 45.8 MPa. The recorded modulus of elasticity (MOE) was 4726 MPa.
Both in general terms and when dividing stems into sections, the wood properties correlated with tree characteristics to various degrees. All indexes were negative indicating that trees of greater dimensions produce juvenile wood of
inferior quality. Properties of juvenile wood formed during various periods of tree life were mostly related to diameter
breast high and crown depth. They were also correlated with tree height, but only to a limited extent. In contrast, properties of wood from the middle stem sections were significantly correlated with crown diameter.
Key words: basic density, strength perpendicular to grain, bending strength, modulus of elasticity, breast height diameter,
tree height, crown length, crown diameter

1. Introduction
Properties of wood result first of all from its structure
(Verkasalo 1992; Hanrup et al. 2001). Structure of wood,
without features conditioned genetically, is on the other
hand a result of growth conditions and tree development
including inter alia site type and treatments breeding
(Pazdrowski and Spława-Neyman 1997). In this special
system of interactions, features (dimensions) of a stem and
crown occupy a place between conditions of growth and
tree’s development and structure and features of wood. According to Jelonek (2013), there is no relationship between
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wood density and Scots pine stem and crown features. The
author states, however, the relationship of stem and crown
features in case of compressive strength along fibres and
static bending strength. In relation to diameter breast height
(dbh) and crown length, relations mentioned above are reverse and in relation to tree’s height and crown’s width,
they are directly proportional. Wąsik (2000), after analysing relations between chosen parameters of crown and features of Coast Douglas-fir wood macrostructure, stated that
trees with longer and wider crown had significantly wider
annual increments than increments of trees with shorter
and narrower crowns. At coniferous, bigger width of annu-
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al increment in thickness means smaller share of latewood
and worse technical parameters of wood (Fabisiak 2005).
Smaller crown means also smaller weight resting on stem.
Stem’s cross-section may have consequently smaller area
than in case of trees with big and heavy crowns. It is an
effect of a process depending on forming maximally durable structure with the lowest possible energy investment
(Zajączkowska 2006).
According to many researches, the influence of
tree’s crown on structure forming and wood properties is particularly vivid in juvenile wood (Pazdrowski
and Jakubowski 2000; Amarasekara and Denne 2002;
Jakubowski 2004; Mansfield et al. 2007). Juvenile wood
is a wood tissue placed in central part of stem’s cross-section, within a dozen or so annual increments to thickness
(Mutz et al. 2004; Fries and Ericsson 2009). Juvenile
wood is characterised with smaller share of cellulose,
bigger inclination angle of fibrils in cell walls and smaller
share of latewood. All those features have influence on
mechanical properties. That is why juvenile wood is mechanically weaker than mature wood (Zobel and Sprague
1998; Pazdrowski 2004). In case of pine, a difference between juvenile and mature wood default density amounts
around 25 kg/m3. Compressive strength along fibres of
juvenile wood is smaller by around 3 MPa, and static
bending strength smaller by around 7 MPa (Tomczak
and Jelonek 2012). Juvenile wood on stem’s longitudinal
section occurs on its whole length, that is why the top
part of tree may be built exclusively from this type of tissue. Mature wood, which surrounds juvenile wood with a
ring, occurs in stem’s base. With age, its range increases
and with mature trees, it amounts around 85% of tree’s
height (Tomczak et al. 2007a). The tree’s features such
as dbh, height and volume strongly correlate with juvenile wood share and mature wood share (Tomczak et al.
2005; Tomczak et al. 2006). A special influence of crown
on forming of tree’s tissue may constitute the fact that
in case of its partial reduction (artificial pruning) share
of juvenile wood in trees stem was lower than in control
trees in which assimilation apparatus was not reduced
(Pazdrowski et al. 2007). As Hejnowicz (2002) states, juvenile wood is produced under strong influence of leaves
closeness. Time of its formation in stem depends on how
low tree’s crown reaches. Similarly states Kučera (1994),
who links the fact of juvenile wood forming with dynamics of trees annual increment to height.
Between juvenile wood from butt end part and from
top part of stem occur vivid differences in macro-structural construction (Tomczak et al. 2007b). They are
probably connected with changes occurring in tree’s bi-

omechanical system during its growth and development
and with effect of tendency for forming maximally durable structure (connected with tree’s dimensions, especially with dimensions in mature age) with the smallest
energetic cost. Having in mind above supposition, it was
assumed in study that chosen properties of juvenile wood
and some features of stem and crown are correlated.

2. Research methodology
Choice and measurements on experimental plots
Research was conducted in the northern part of Poland (Szczecinek Regional Directorate of State Forests)
in eight mature pine’s monocultures. Forest stands chosen for research grew in conditions of fresh mixed coniferous forest and were characterised with I site index and
broken-crown closure stocking from 0.7 to 1.1. Their
age ranged from 82 and 89 years, average dbh ranged
from 31 and 37 cm, and height between 24 and 27 m.
In each forest stand, sample plots were set, on which
the features of all growing trees, i.e. height (m), dbh in two
opposite directions (cm), height of first living branch seating (m) and crown’s diameter in two opposite directions
(m), were measured. Measurements of height and seating
of first living branch were made with the use of Nikon Forestry hypsometer with rounding to 0.1 m. Dbh in bark (d1.3)
was measured twice with caliper, with rounding to 0.5 cm,
and then the result was averaged. Crown’s diameter (dk)
was defined on the basis of two averaged measurements,
performed with rangefinder with accuracy to 0.1 m. After
obtaining data, i.e. height measurement and seating of living crown, living crown length (lk) was calculated by subtracting the height of the first living branch seating of a
compact crown from the tree’s height (hd).
Choice of model trees and materials for
laboratory research
On the basis of characteristics of trees growing on
sample plots, chosen were model trees using Urich I
dendrometric method. Due to trees diversity to weight,
thickness and size of crown for model trees selection,
Kraft’s classification (1884) was used. For research,
chosen were trees without any vivid anomalies in stem’s
shape and with symmetrically developed crown were
chosen. On each plot selected were nine trees. Jointly,
the research covered 72 model trees.
After cutting the trees, the stems of model trees were
divided to five sections. The centre of the first section
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was marked on 1.3 m from stem’s base, and next in
points corresponding to 20%, 40%, 60% and 80% of
stem length. From those places, a material was collected on which tests were performed for studying the
chosen wood properties. Test included part of stem between core and circuit, on two opposite radius-oriented
east–west to world directions. First sample was set 1 cm
from the core. Collected samples were numbered in sequence. In next stages, only two samples placed closest
to the core, with sample centres placed 2 and 4 cm from
the core, were included. Such a proceeding allowed
conducting research on materials only from the juvenile
part of cross-section of the stem.
Laboratory research
Four wood properties were examined: basic density
(Qu), compressive strength perpendicular to grain (CS),
static bending strength (BS) and modulus of elasticity in
bending (MOE). Basic density (kg/m3) was defined on
samples of dimensions 20 mm × 20 mm × 30 mm, as a
relation of mass in state of absolute dry to volume in state
of maximum swell (w > 30%). Maximum swell of pellicles (wood humidity over 30%) was obtained by submergence of samples in water, until the moment of reaching
dimensional stability, i.e. until the increments of particular samples’ dimensions measured in 72-h gap were equal
or smaller than 0.2 mm. The mass of samples was defined
with the use of laboratory scale with accuracy to 0.001 g.
For defying linear dimensions of samples, a slide caliper
was used, rounding results to 0.01 mm (PN-77/D-04101).
Mechanical properties were defined on the basis of
endurance tests. For obtained results to be close to wood
properties by which growing trees stems are characterised,
analysis were made at humidity higher than 30% – above
fibre saturation point. Compressive strength along fibres
(MPa) was defined on samples with standardised dimensions 20 mm × 20 mm × 30 mm, whereas static bending
strength (MPa) and modulus of elasticity in bending (MPa)
on samples of dimensions 20 mm × 20 mm × 300 mm according to procedure’s included in norms: PN-63/D-04117;
PN-77/D-04103; PN-79/D-04102, with the above-described modification concerning wood humidity.
Statistical analysis
Each of wood properties and trees features was characterised with basic position and dispersion measures: mean,
quartiles, minimum and maximum value, standard deviation and variation coefficient. Analysed were jointly 1320
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samples for Qu and CS establishment and 1278 samples
for BS and MOE values establishment. Each of those sets
was additionally divided to five subsets, representing individual zones of stem and was, respectively, characterised
statistically. Relations between trees features and wood
properties defined were with the use of correlation coefficients. Adopted was that coefficient value from 0.0 to 0.2 is
a very weak correlation, 0.2–0.4 weak correlation, 0.4–0.6
moderate correlation, 0.6–0.8 strong and from 0.8 to 1.0
very strong. Calculations were made with the use of statistical package Statistica (Statasoft, Inc.)

3. Research results
Trees’ features characteristic and juvenile wood
properties
The average height of trees of examined group was
26.0 m (median 25.8 m). Average dbh equalled 33.6
cm (median 33.5 cm). Length of crown was 7.8 m and
width 3.6 m, median values for those features were, respectively, 8.1 and 3.8 m. The smallest variability was
in case of height, and the biggest was in crown width.
Crown’s features were characterised with greater variability than stem’s features (Table 1).
Average basic density (Qu) of pine’s juvenile wood
was 416 kg/m3. Average compressive strength along
fibres (CS) was defined on 22.3 MPa level, and static
bending strength (BS) was 45.8 MPa. The value of elasticity modulus (MOE) was 4726 MPa. Median value of
all features was very close to average values. The smallest variability coefficient was stated with Qu, and the
biggest in case of MOE (Table 2).
On longitudinal section of stem, the average value of
basic density ranged from 385 to 473 kg/m3 (difference
88 kg/m3 – 18.6%). The highest value was stated on dbh
level and the smallest on level corresponding to 60% of
tree’s height. Median describing Qu had a value close
to average, variability coefficient ranged from around 7
to around 11%. CS value ranged from 20.2 to 24.8 MPa
(difference 4.6 MPa – 18.6%), BS between 39.5 and 53.5
MPa (difference 14.0 MPa – 26.1%) and MOE between
3872 and 5556 MPa (difference 1684 MPa – 30.3%).
Values of wood mechanical properties, unlike Qu value,
decreased systematically with an increase of place of
measurement distance from stem’s base. Median values
were also very close to averages. Results were not interrupted, therefore, by samples with outlier values. As for
mechanical properties, with the biggest variability was
characterised MOE, with the smallest – CS (Table 3).
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Table 1. Statistical characteristics of the tree features
Feature

Mean

Median

Min

Max

hd (m)

lk (m)

Q25

Q75

SD

VC (%)

26.0

25.8

18.5

33.8

23.8

28.3

2.8

10.85

d1.3 (cm)

33.6

33.5

21.0

45.0

29.5

40.0

6.9

20.67

7.8

8.1

2.9

14.2

6.0

9.6

2.3

30.10

dk (m)

3.8

3.6

1.6

7.9

2.6

5.0

1.6

40.65

hd – tree height; d1,3 – dbh; lk – crown length; dk – crown diameter; SD – standard deviation; Q25 – lower quartile; Q75 – upper quartile; VC – variability coefficient
Table 2. Statistical characteristics of the wood features
Mean

Median

Min

Max

VC

416

415

356

501

397

Q75

SD

Qu (kg/m3)

Feature

Q25

432

29

7.00

CS (MPa)

22.3

22.4

16.5

27.9

20.9

23.8

2.4

10.59

BS (MPa)

45.8

46.4

33.0

60.5

41.6

49.6

6.0

13.17

MOE (MPa)

4726

4667

3089

6567

4260

5288

732

15.49

Qu – basic density; CS – strength perpendicular to grain; BS – bending strength; MOE – modulus of elasticity; SD – standard deviation; Q25 – lower quartile; Q75 – upper quartile; VC – variability coefficient
Table 3. Statistical characteristics of features of the juvenile wood from different height levels of stem
Feature

Qu (kg/m3)

CS (MPa)

BS (MPa)

MOE (MPa)

Height
level*
d1.3
20%
40%
60%
80%
d1.3
20%
40%
60%
80%
d1.3
20%
40%
60%
80%
d1.3
20%
40%
60%
80%

Mean

Median

Min

Max

Q25

Q75

SD

VC

473

475

358

613

446

504

51

423
399
385
396
24.79
23.19
22.16
20.66
20.17
53.51
48.57
46.00
41.70
39.52
5556
5086
4755
4290
3872

421
398
385
392
24.65
23.17
22.12
20.47
20.07
53.57
48.53
45.85
40.95
38.36
5688
5143
4734
4292
3859

333
335
339
325
14.82
16.31
16.21
15.90
14.81
34.54
31.32
29.43
30.23
26.23
3196
2846
2921
2931
2357

619
499
454
564
35.50
30.34
31.50
28.84
29.16
73.76
64.09
67.13
62.16
56.37
7924
7523
8734
6959
5409

389
380
364
366
21.96
21.47
20.64
18.63
17.97
47.34
44.77
40.35
37.23
35.16
5043
4560
4106
3801
3477

447
420
403
415
27.70
25.34
23.61
21.93
21.67
58.33
54.64
50.28
45.12
44.30
6110
5744
5181
4628
4394

44
33
28
42
4.08
2.89
2.88
2.67
2.86
8.64
7.66
7.44
6.43
6.32
1041
934
972
745
671

10.72
10.38
8.37
7.34
10.68
16.47
12.45
12.99
12.90
14.16
16.15
15.76
16.18
15.42
16.00
18.74
18.37
20.43
17.36
17.32

* - the distance of wood sample of the base of the stem: d1.3 – of 1.3 m, 20%, 40%, 60%, 80% – of the length of stem.
Symbols as in the Table 2
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Table 4. Correlation between the trees features and the juvenile wood features (coefficients only statistically significant at p < 0.05
are listed)
Height level
Average for all
stem

Features of
juvenile wood

Features of trees
hd

Qu
CS

-0.3133

d1.3

-0.5895

-0.4592
-0.4048

-0.2341

-0.5922

-0.4655

-0.2369

-0.4343

-0.3275

40%

BS

-0.2906

MOE

-0.4422

-0.3257

-0.275

-0.2606

-0.4968

-0.3017

CS

-0.2495

-0.5494

-0.3394

BS

-0.4362

-0.327

-0.2893

MOE

-0.5447

-0.4165

-0.2817

Qu

-0.3952

-0.2891

-0.2839

-0.4125

-0.3537

-0.2252

BS

-0.3943

-0.307

-0.2652

MOE

-0.4496

-0.3453

-0.302

Qu

-0.3109

-0.3044

-0.2591

CS

80%

-0.2396

Qu

CS

60%

dk

Qu
CS

20%

lk
-0.3408

-0.5064

BS
MOE

d1.3
-0.4366

-0.3173

-0.4282

-0.3519

-0.2913

BS

-0.2393

-0.4117

-0.2922

-0.2574

MOE

-0.382

-0.2767

-0.3787

Qu
CS
BS
MOE

-0.2466

hd – tree height, d1.3 – DBH inside bark, lk – length of alive crown, dk – crown diameter. Other symbols as in the Table 3.

Relations between trees’ features and juvenile
wood properties
On the basis of analysis of relations between
trees’ features and wood properties defined as average
values for whole stem stated was that properties that
were relevantly connected with considered trees features were CS and MOE. Both properties correlated
strongly with d1.3, Qu correlated moderately with d1.3 and
weakly with lk, whereas BS moderately correlated both
with d1.3 and lk. Tree’s features that relevantly (p > 0.05)
correlated with all properties of wood were dbh and
length of crown (Table 4).

Stated was, by examining relations between tree’s features and wood properties in different shaft’s parts, that on
dbh level the strongest relation, statistically significant
(p < 0.05), was between d1.3 and MOE (moderate correlation). In this part of shaft, Qu did not correlate with any
tree’s features, CS was weakly correlated with hd, moderately with d1.3 and weakly with lk (Table 4). In part of shaft
corresponding to 20% of tree’s height, with dbh the strongest connected was CS, and with crown length – MOE. The
tree’s height significantly co-depended Qu and CS, and on
crown’s width BS and MOE (p < 0.05; Table 4).
At point corresponding to 40% of tree’s height, d1.3
and lk statistically significantly (p < 0.05) correlated with
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all analysed wood properties. Weak correlation connection was between hd and CS and between dk and Qu, and
BS and MOE (Table 4). At higher point (60% of tree’s
height), d1.3, lk and dk significantly (p < 0.05) correlated with all properties. With d1.3, the strongest correlated
was CS (the highest value of correlation coefficient at
p < 0.05) and slightly weaker BS (smaller coefficient
value). With crown width, the strongest correlated was
MOE, and the weakest Qu (Table 4).
In highest part of shaft (80% of tree’s height), wood
properties in the smallest degree correlated with analysed trees features. Significant correlation coefficient
(p < 0.05) was only between d1.3 and MOE (Table 4).

Discussion
The aim of this study was to define the relations that
occur between juvenile wood properties and chosen features of stem and crown of Scots pine. Analysed was
inter alia basic density, compressive strength along fibres, static bending strength and modulus of elasticity
in bending. From tree’s features chosen were: dbh, trees
height, length and width of crown. In case of basic density, its general value was defined on 416 kg/m3 level,
which is a comparable result to the result obtained by
Tomczak et al. (2010) and Gryc et al. (2011). Average
compressive strength along fibres of Scots pine juvenile
wood amounts to 22.3 MPa. Static compressive strength
was 45.8 MPa and modulus of elasticity was 4726 MPa.
Similar values of juvenile wood strength obtained inter
alia Pikk and Kask (2004) and Tomczak and Jelonek
(2012). Examined trees were characterised with dbh of
around 34 cm, height of 26 m, crown 7.8-m long and
crown’s diameter 3.8 m. These dimensions of stem and
crown are typical for pine in this age (Kaźmierczak
2009, Turski et al. 2012).
Analysed wood properties, both in general approach
and with stem’s division to parts in different degrees,
correlated with tree’s features. All coefficients had negative value, which means that with the increment of
tree’s dimensions, the properties of juvenile wood worsen. Diversity of juvenile wood properties results from
diversity of trees increment in thickness dynamics. Usually, trees thicker, higher, with larger crowns, occupying in forest stands more favourable biosocial position
increase faster than thinner, smaller trees with smaller
crowns (Lemke 1966, 1968).
One of the assumptions of conducted analysis was correlating properties of juvenile wood from different parts
of stem, i.e. produced in different tree’s life periods, with

its dimensions in mature age. Despite apparent lack of
relation, it turned out that properties of juvenile wood
produced in different tree’s life periods correlate with
trees’ biometric features in mature age (in particular with
dbh and crown’s length). dbh is a consequence of tree’s
growth in thickness. The dynamics of this process will
depend notably on the technical parameter values. Length
of crown is, in case of pine, a feature considered to be
one of the most important coefficients of tree’s stability (Jelonek et al. 2013). Due to the fact that elements of
tree’s biomechanical system are both tree’s biometric features and wood properties, stated correlations seems to be
an effect of natural genetically conditioned development
schemes. Trees differentiation in terms of biometric features (biosocial) starts in very early stage of forest stand’s
development. Possible drop of advancement of biosocial
position concerns around 40% of trees (Beker 2008). It
can be assumed that with the majority of trees in forest
stands, starting from early development stages, produced
is wood tissue with structure and parameters adequate for
mature tree’s dimensions.
Juvenile wood is often called a wood formed in this part
of stem, which is the living part of crown (crown-formed
wood; Paul 1957). Tomczak et al. (2007) analysed the
scope of mature wood on longitudinal section of Scots pine
stem and stated that for estimation of mature wood range,
crown’s diameter can be used and crown’s length in this
case is useless. In case of wood properties, prediction can
be based also on crown’s diameter and length.
Tree’s development is a constant increase of its dimensions and mass. Under mass influence, especially
crown’s mass, the stem undergoes strong static and dynamic tensions. Those tensions cause cambium reaction,
which can lead to changes in structure and wood properties and also to changes in stem’s shape (Telewski 1995;
Robertson 1991; Tomczak et al. 2012), including most of
all its lower part. In top part, static and dynamic tensions
are smaller. Knowing the rule about creating maximally durable structure with the smallest energetic expanse
possible, explained can be inter alia axial variability of
juvenile wood properties. Values of all technical parameters generally decreased with an increase in distance from
stem’s base, which is also a specific feature of general
wood variability in Scots pine stem (Helińska-Raczkowska and Fabisiak 1994; Repola 2006; Ikonen et al. 2008;
Witkowska and Lachowicz 2013).
As obtained results indicate, many relations occur between tree’s features and properties of tissues. Properties
of pine’s juvenile wood correlate mainly with dbh and
crown’s length and in the central part of stem also with
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crown’s diameter, which quite significantly influences
on tree’s stability. From the relations mentioned above
it may result that juvenile wood is a significant element
of a tree’s biomechanical system. It is one of the numerous wood modifications or processes optimising organ’s
structure, whose main task is to transfer statistic and dynamic loads and also transport water. In this sense, tree’s
stem is like a complex beam, which is built-up of tissue
of different properties, depending on tree’s development
stage (dimensions) in which it was formed.

Results
Wood properties analysed both in general approach
and with stem’s division into parts in different degrees
correlated with tree’s features. All coefficients had negative values, which means that the trees of bigger dimensions form juvenile wood with worse properties.
Properties of juvenile wood formed in different periods of tree’s life connected were in particular with dbh
and crown’s length. In small degree, they correlated
with tree’s height. With crown’s diameter, it significantly correlated with the properties of wood from the middle part of the stem.
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